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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we construct a compactification of the moduli space B,*=(Ip: \d)/PGL(3) of 
n-point configurations in the plane in general position modulo linear transformations. This com- 
pactification B,, is an analogue to the space of n-pointed trees of projective lines and a generali- 
zation of a compactification of orbit spaces of more general group actions. We relate the fibres 
of the universal n-point configuration F, +B, to schemes associated with the Bruhat-Tits Building 
and give explicit descriptions in the cases n = 5 and n = 6. 
A configuration of n points in the projective plane over a field k is an orbit 
in F?,(k)” with respect o the diagonal action of PGL(3,k) on p,(k)“. There is 
a scheme B,* over Z whose k-valued points are the n-point configurations over 
k whose points are in general position. If a configuration in general position 
over k is represented by a = (al, a2, . . . , a,) E F’,(k)” and if v = (vi, v2, vs, vq, vs) is 
a quintupel of distinct indices between 1 and n, there is a unique yV E PGL(3, k) 
such that y,(a,,) = ej for 1 I is 4 where e,, e2, e3, e4 denote the standard points 
in F’,(k). There is an embedding B,*+lP2 b which sends the configuration of a 
to (y,(a)), E P,(k)\ where V, is the set of distinct quintupel indices. B, is 
defined to be the closure of B,* in ‘Pp. The k-valued points of B, are systems 
of point configurations in F’,(k) which might be in special positions. 
There is a scheme F, over Z, a morphism rt, : F,+B, and sections 
oi : B,,+F,,, 1 I is n, which define a n-point configuration over B, such that a 
k-valued point a in B, can be interpreted as the system of quintupel ratios of 
any five distinct points of cr = (o,, . . . . cr,) over a. 
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In this article we analyse the fibers of F,, over B,,. Any such fiber C is a 
complex whose irreducible components are blow-ups of Ip, at a finite set of 
points or the blow-down of such blow-ups at the strict transform of a single 
line. 
In 0 1 we treat B,* and F,* while in 0 2 its closures B,, F,, are introduced. The 
crucial section of this paper is 5 3 where we study schemes P,, that are asso- 
ciated to finite sets /1 of vertices in the Bruhat-Tits complex PGL(3, K) for the 
quotient field K of a discrete valuation ring R. The construction of PA is a 
generalization of the one described by Mustafin [Mu], 0 2 for convex sub- 
complexes of the Bruhat-Tits building whose origin was given by Deligne in a 
letter to Drinfeld, see also [M] and [K]. In 8 4 we show that for a R-valued point 
6 of B, whose generic point is in B,*, the fiber of F,, over B is isomorphic to 
PA, for some /1, associated to ci. We give a list of degenerated n-point con- 
figurations for n = 5 and n = 6. 
We add a general remark: The compactification method used in 0 2 applies 
to more general situations. If G is a group scheme and if ,U is an action of G 
on a scheme X such that there is an open dense G-orbit HcXd with respect o 
the diagonal action of G on Xd which is isomorphic to G, then one can define 
schemes B,(p), F,(p) and morphisms 71 n: F,(p)+B,(p) for n 2 d and sections 
CT; : B,(p)+F,(,u), 1 I is n such that B,(p) is the compactification of the moduli 
scheme of point configurations in X in general position and (T = (o,, . . . , a,) 
define the corresponding n-point configurations over B,. These assumptions 
are fulfilled for the action of PGL(n + 1) on Ip, and on some Grassmannian 
manifolds. 
The case of the action of PGL(2) on [Pi has been treated in [GHP]. Hope- 
fully one can extend some of the techniques of [GH] to hyperbolic group 
actions of some groups r on IpZ. 
0 1. POINTS OF Ip2 IN GENERAL POSITION 
(1,l) Let Ip, = Proj Z[x’, x2, x3] be the projective plane over Z where x1, x2, x3 
are independent homogeneous coordinates of degree 1. Let Ip,” be the n-fold 
product of Ip, and denote by pri: Ip,” -+ Ip, the i-th projection, 1 sisn. 
Denote by xi’, xi”, x,! the global section of gi :=prF(Brp,C1)) which correspond 
to the global sections xi, x2, x3 of @‘Ip,o). 
Let 
EH”(IP2”,~iO~jjO~~) for l~i<j<k~n. 
Then Dijk := {dij,#O} is an open subset of Ip,” and 
(P;)*:= n Dijk 
ISi<J<ksn 
is an affine open subscheme of Ip,“. The ring of regular functions on (Ip,“)* is 
the subring of the quotient field of Z[x:, xf, x:, . . . , xi, x,‘, xi] which is generated 
by all deIllelltS mijk/dijk where mijk =X7X7X? with E;, &j, &k E { 1,2,3}. 
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Let A be a local ring, not necessarily noetherian and p : Spec A + lP2 be a 
morphism. Then there is an index i such that v(Spec A) C {q#O} as an open 
subset of Spec A which contains the closed point of Spec A is the whole of 
Spec A. This shows that the set P,(A) of A-valued points of Ip2 can be identi- 
fied with the set of equivalence classes of (a = (a’, u2, a3) EA : Z such that 
~‘EA *=group of units of A} modulo - where (u~,u~,u~)--(~~, b2, b3) iff 
there is a I EA * such that (IZu’, kz2, k3) = (b’, b2, b3>. 
The set of A-valued points of P,” is lP,(A)” and a= (ai, . . ..a*) E P,(A)” is an 
A-valued point of (IF’,“) * iff for any i< j< k the k-valued points ui, uj, a, E P,(k) 
do not lie on a k-rational line of P,(k) where ~=A/ws, m maximal ideal of A, 
d, = (0: : ~7’ : a,!), $ = residue class of a; EA in k. Notice that there is a E such 
that c~g#O and that 0, is a well-defined point of P,(k). (lP;)* is called the 
scheme of n-point configurations over [P, in general positions. 
(1,2) Let GL(3) be the group scheme over Z of invertible 3 x 3 matrices. Thus 
GL(3) = Spec Z[Y, l/det ~1, Z[JJ] =Z[Yij: 1 zsi, i53], det y=det (_Yij). The 
group multiplication GL(3) x GL(3)-*GL(3) is induced by the co-multiplication 
which maps Y;j to Cz,, Zik* akje Notice that det y is mapped to det z. det o. 
GL(3) acts on P2. The action morphism GL(3) x P2+Ip2 is induced by the 
graded ring homomorphism 
Z[X’, x2, x3], B(GL(3))[x’, x2, x3] 
which sends X' to C:=, Y;~*x'. 
There is a canonical action of GL(3) on P,” for which all projections pr; 
are GL(3)-equivariant. It is called the diagonal action on P,“. (fP,“)* is GL(3)- 
invariant. Thus GL(3)also acts by restriction on (P,“)*. 
(1,3) Let PGL(3) be the spectrum of the Z-algebra generated by all the 
elements 
= B(GL(3)) 
where xE is a monomial of degree 3 in the coordinates X;js 
Let 
Uij:= [-5&O] cPGL(3). 
If 9 : GL(3)-+PGL(3) is the morphism induced by the canonical inclusion 
B(PGL(3)) c B(GL(3)), then p-‘(Uij)= U,X Spec Z[t, t-l], t a single coor- 
dinate. All domains LJ;j constitute a covering of PGL(3). 
There is a unique group scheme structure such that v,: GL(3)+PGL(3) is a 
group scheme morphism. 
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There is a group action of PGL(3) on lPz such that the diagram 
GL(3) x F’, 
pxid 
I \ 
PGL(3) x IP, - F’ 2 
commutes. 
Let Z[x],,, be the graded subring of Z[x] generated by 
polynomials of degree 3. The graded ring homomorphism 
~[xl-+@(GU3N[xl 
induces a ring homomorphism 
o : WI,,,+ @(W3))[43,. 
the homogeneous 
A monomial x0= (x’)“~(x2)“~(x3)“~ of degree 3 is mapped to a sum of expres- 
sions yp. x’, yp a monomial of degree 3 in yij, ti a monomial of degree 3 
in xi. Thus yp/det y E B(PGL(3)). There is a graded ring homomorphism 
(r’: H[x](,,+ d(PGL(3))[x],,, such that a/(x”) = a(x”)/det YE @(PGL(~))[x](~,. 
Proj Z[x],,, = Ip, and Proj B(PGL(~))[x](~, = PGL(3) x lP2 and (r’ induces the 
action of PGL(3) on lP2. 
The diagonal action of GL(3) on Ip,” and (F’,“) * induce diagonal actions of 
PGL(3) on Ip,” and (F’,“) *. 
(1,4) Let ei, e,, e3, e, be the Z-valued points of lP2 represented by the tripels 
(1 : 0 : 0), (0 : 1 : 0), (0 : 0 : l), (1 : 1 : 1). Then e = et x e2 x e3 x e4 is a Z-valued 
point of lPi whose image is in (pi)*. Thus e is a Z-valued point of (F$)*. Com- 
posing e with the group action PGL(3) x (lP~)*-+(lF’$) * one gets a morphism 
p:PGL(3)xSpec H=PGL(3)-*(lP~)*. 
LEMMA 1. p is an isomorphism. 
PROOF. It is enough to show that the maps &A) : PGL(3, A)+(lPi)*(A) on 
A-valued points induced by p is bijective for any local ring A. One first 
checks that PGL(3,A)=GL(3,A) mod Z(A), Z(A): {A*13x3:A~A*}. If 
d E PGL(3, A) is represented by the matrix a = (aij) E GL(3, A), then &l)(a) = 
((al 1 : a21 : a3d, (a21 : a22 : a23h (a31 : a32 : a33h (@I+ a2] + a3d : @2+ a22 + 
a32): (a,,+ a23 +a33)). This is indeed a point in (lF’$)* as a:= (a,)E GL(3,k), 
iiij=residue class of aij in k:=A/ m, m maximal ideal in A. It is now an easy 
exercise to show that &I) is bijective. q 
Let B,* be the inverse image in (Ip;)* of e(Spec Z)C (IT’;)* with respect o the 
projection 
pr1234=prlxpr2xpr3xpr4:(lP,“)*-+(lP~)* for n24. 
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Thus BT = Spec Z. If n r 5 and 5 5 ir n we have the map 
(p”-’ opr& x id : (fP,“)*+PGL(3) x (lP,“)* 
which can be composed with the group action to obtain a morphism 
q : (lP,“)*-+(lP;)*. 
The construction shows that q is a morphism 
COROLLARY. q : (p,“) *+ B,* is the quotient map relative to the action of 
PGL(3) on (F’;)*. 
(1,5) Let F,*:=B,*x P, and n : F,*-Bz the canonical projection. Let 
oi : B,*+ F,* be the canonical morphism onto the graph of pri 1 B,*, B,* c (P,“) * s 
IPi. Let I : F,*+ Ip, be the projection onto the second factor. 
Let S be any scheme and a = (at, . . . , cl,,), ai : S+ IF’Z. 
DEFINITION. The pair (&a) is called a n-point configuration from Ip, in 
general position over S if al X ..a X a, : S-t P,” maps S into (Ip,“)*. 
Two such configuration (S, a), @‘,a’) are isomorphic if there is an iso- 
morphism cp: S+S’ and an isomorphism Y: Ip,-tlP, such that a’0 p= Yea. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (&a) be a n-point configuration from Ip, in general 
position. Then there is a unique morphism v, : S+B,* such that ai = I 0 pi 0 cp. 
PROOF. cp = q o a. 0 
0 2. B, AND F, 
(2,1) Let fP, = Proj Z[x’, x1, x2] be the projective plane over Z where x0, x1, x2 
are independent homogeneous coordinates of degree 1. 
Let nr4 and V,:={v=(v~,v2,v,,Vq,Vg):ViE~:={1,2,...,n}, v;#vj for 
i#j}. V4 is empty and #V,=n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)(n-4). 
Let ‘Pp the product of # V, copies of Ip, and denote by pr, : [Pp- P, the 
projection onto the copy of fP2 with label v E V,. 
Denote by qt, qt, qz the global sections of pr:(Blp,(l)) which correspond via 
pr,* to the global sections x0,x’, x2 of BIp,(l). Let v E V, and pr, :=prv, x 1.. x 
prv, : P,“-+P:. 
Then pr,((lP,“)*)C(lP~)*. Let q: (Pi)*+BT be the quotient morphism as 
defined in (1,4) and let pr51B: be the restriction of the projection F’:-t Ip2 onto 
B:c IP;. 
Define q{ := (prsIB:)oqopr,((P,“)*. Then q: is a morphism (lP,“)*+Ip, and 
q[2345 = q as defined in (1,4). 
Let q”=q:IB,*. Then n,,, q,,:B,*+P> is an open immersion onto a 
closed subscheme of Ip2c. 
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DEFINITION. B,:= closure of q(B,*) in ‘Pp. B,, is irreducible and reduced 
because B,* is so. 
(2,2) Let V~:={V=(U~,U~,U~,O~): l~viIn, vi#vjfori#j} and V,,=V,,UVA. 
Let VE VA and pr,,=pr,,x ... xpryq: P~+P~. Then pr,xprn+,IB,*xP2 
maps F,* = B,* x Ip, onto (IPi)* x P, and the morphism pr, 0 q : (Pi)*+ IF’, 
extends uniquely to (Pi) * x Ip, and gives a morphism 1” : F,*-+ Ip,. 
Let A= n,,, A,,:F,*-+PF and qxA:F,*-+PF. Then qxA is an open im- 
mersion onto a closed subscheme of fP7. 
DEFINITION. F,, := closure of (q x A)(F,*) in [PF. F,, is irreducible and reduced 
because F,,* is so. 
There is a canonical morphism II,, . * F,,+B, which is the restriction of the 
projection fPp = P,V x lPF_+ ‘Pp. For any i E n there is a section cr,! : P ‘-+ P K 
towards the projection Pvn+ IpK such that pry0 ~i=prvi for any v E VA, Vj#i 
for 11j~4. In fact pi is just the morphism onto the graph of the product 
n Prvi 
YE v, 
Y/t i
as subscheme of IpVn. Here prVi = ej if Vj = i where ei, . . . , e4 are the standard 
points of Pz. 
oi := o;l B,c F,, as ai(B,*)cFn* and o; '(F,,) is closed and we thus obtain 
sections or, . . . , (T, toward TC,, : F,,+B,. The sections a;, . . . . aA : F”n-t IpK satisfy 
the following property: 
Let v=(v, ,..., V~)E V,, v’=(v, ,..., V~)E VA. Then Av,Oov,=ei for is4 and 
A”, 0 ah5 = 4”. 
(2,3) Let (P;)’ be the pre-image of (fPi)* relative to the projection 
For any permutation r of { 1, . . . . 5} with r(5)= 5 there is an isomorphism 
ts : Pz-+ IP: such that 
Pr,(i) O 55 = Pri 
for all i. 
There is a morphism q5 : (Pi)‘+ P2 which is PGL(3)-invariant and such that 
the restriction of q onto BTC IP; is the projection pr, : BT+fP2. 
For any T there is an isomorphism y(r) : P,-+ P2 such that 
Y(r)o45=45Ots- 
If t = (1,2) is the transposition interchanging 1 and 2, then y(r) is the auto- 
morphism induced by the matrix 
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If r = (3,4), then 
E GL(3)(Z). 
The subscheme B, satisfies the conditions: 
v(r) o 4V = 4r(v) 
for any permutation r of { ut, u2, u3, uq} where r(v) := (t(vt ), . . . , r(vq), v,). 
Also F,, satisfies the conditions 
y(r) O A” = A,(“) 
for all VE VA. 
(2,4) Let W, be the subscheme of IP; given by the equations 
xix; = xi’xi 
for all i, j where xi, XT, x: (resp. xi, xi, xi)are homogeneous coordinates for the 
first (resp. second) factor of Pi. 
B, satisfies the conditions: 
(4 v,yzvJvbv5 x qy,vzyJv5v4)(&) c_ Wz 
for any VE V,. 
Let W, be the subscheme of Ipi given by the equations 
x;x;xj = x;~~x; = X{X;X; 
for all i, j. 
B, satisfies the conditions 
(qV,“*YJv5v6 x qV,Y*Y~v4v5 x q”,“*V~“&)(BJC w3 
for all indices. 
F, satisfies 
(12 y,vzv3”5 x qvIyzv3y4yS x &,#M c w, 
for all indices for which the expressions make sense. 
Let W, be the subscheme of IP; given by the equations 
where a=(a,, a2,a3), /3, x, y are homogeneous coordinates for the factors 
of IP;. 
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B, satisfies the equations 
(qY,vZvJV& x 4v,v*vJV& x q”,“2V~Y4v, x q”,“*V5”&)(RJ c w4 
for all indices. 
F, satisfies for all indices the equations 
(qvIv2yJy4v5 x qv,v2vJv4v6 x &vlvq x &,v2v5vg)(FJ c W4. 
One can show that B,, F, are the closed subschemes of ‘Pp, IPF given by 
the equations in (2,3)-(2,4). 
5 3. SCHEMES ASSOCIATED TO SUBSETS OF THE BRUHAT-TITS BUILDING 
(3,l) Let R be a ring, XE R a non-zero-divisor of R and R,= R[l/rr] the 
localization of R relative to (rcn : n E IF\]}. Let A be the set of free R-submoduls 
M of Ri of rank 3 for which M@R, = Ri. 
Let P,:=Proj R[M*] for ME& where M*=Hom,(M, R) and R[M*] is 
the graded symmetric R-algebra of M *. If x1, x2, x3 is a R-basis of M *, then 
R[M*] is the polynomial ring R[x’, x2, x3] over R in the homogeneous coor- 
dinates x’, x2, x3 of degree 1, Thus PM is isomorphic over R to Ip, x R. P,,, x R, 
is the open domain {n #O} of P,,,, and there is a canonical isomorphism 
PMx R,-+ lP2 x R, where [P2 x R, is identified with Proj R,[(Ri)*], (Rz)* = 
HomR,(R$ R,). This isomorphism of schemes is induced from the canonical 
isomorphism M*@R,-+(Ri)* of R,-modules. 
Let A be a R-algebra and A, = A OR R,. Any A.-valued point of PM x R, 
extends uniquely to an A-valued point of PM. 
An A.-valued point is represented by a RX-module homomorphism 
cr :M*oR,-+A, whose image generates an invertible ideal in A,. There is 
n E lN such that n”c~ is a homomorphism M *-+A. The A-valued point repre- 
sented by Z”(Y is the extension of the A.-valued point represented by (Y. 
Let M, NE d. There is an isomorphism P,,,_,-+Phl whose restriction to 
P,xK=IP,xK=P,xK is the identity if and only if N=&.M with EER,*= 
group of units of R,. 
ONE DEFINES. M-N iff N=EM, E E R,*. Let A =&/- be the set of equi- 
valence classes of & and denote by p(M) the class of ME ~2 in A. Pp := P,,,_, if 
p =p(M). d is the Bruhat-Tits building for PGL(3, R,) if R is a discrete 
valuation ring and z is a uniformizing element of R. 
(3,2) Let A be a finite subset of A, A={pr,...,,~~). One embeds IP2xR, 
diagonally mto Pp, x ... x PM, and denotes by P,, the closure of the image of 
Ip, x R,. P,, is called the join of Pfl,, . . . , Pp,. If A CA’, there is a canonical 
morphism en,, n : P,,, +P* induced by the projection np.E,,, Ppr+JJpE,, Pp. 
Q,,,,~ is surjective as the image of Q~,,~ is closed and contains P,, x R,z 
IP,xR,. C,:=P,,x(R/nR) and Pn,,n=en,,nIC,:C,~C~,. 
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(3,3) Let M, NE JY and assume that there is a R-basis el,e2,e3 of A4 and 
integers n, 1 n2z n3 such that n”lei, nn2e2, n”3e3 is a basis of N. 
We want to determine the join P= Pl, Nl = P~ptMXpcNl~ of PM and PN. 
We may assume that n3 = 0 as N can be replaced by the equivalent R-module 
it”‘N. 
Let x1,x2, x3 (resp. yl, y2, y3) be the dual basis of el,e2,e3 (resp. n”‘ei, 
7rn*e2, e3). Then 
in M*@R,=N*@R,=(Rz)*. 
Let A = R[xiyi: 1 si, js 31 be the graded R-algebra generated by the pro- 
ducts xiyj, where xl, x2, x3, y,, y2, y3 are considered as independent variables 
and aiyj as homogeneous elements of degree 1. Then PMx PN= Proj A and 
(PM x R,) x (PNx R,) = Proj (A 0 R,). Let Z be the ideal in A 0 R, generated 
by 
for 1 I i, js 3. Then Proj (A 0 RJZ) is the diagonal in (PM x P,) x R, = 
(PMx R,) x (PNx R,) = (Ip, x R,) x (IP, x R,). Let I’ be the ideal in A generated 
by 
II”‘-“‘XjYi-XiYj 
for 1 li<js3. 
CLAIM. I’=znA. 
PROOF. A 0 R,/Z is canonically isomorphic to the subalgebra of the poly- 
nomial ring over r, in three variables u,, u2, u3 generated by the homogeneous 
quadratic polynomials. In fact, the homomorphism A o R,+Rn[ul, u2, u3] that 
sends xi_Yj to n”luiuj induces this isomorphism. If A’ is the R-algebra gener- 
ated by xf , x2, xi, then the R-module A rr = A ‘@A ‘x2 y, @A ‘x3 y, @A ‘x3 y, is a 
complement o Z in A OR, : 
A@R,=A”@Z. 
From this one can conclude that ZflA is generated by n”1-“2x2y1 -x2yI, 
n”‘x3y, -xlY3 and TC”‘X~Y~-X~Y~. 
Reducing these equation mod n we find: C= Px (R/nR) is the closed sub- 
scheme of Ip, x (R/nR) given by the equations: 
x,Y,=O 
xlY,=o if n,>TZ2>n3 
x2Y3 =o 
x,y2=0 
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XlY,=O if nr>n2=n3 
x2Y3 =Y2x3* 
If TZ*>TZ2>n3 let CM:= {y2=y3=O}=(lP2x{e~})x(R/nR), CN:=(X1=X2= 
0}=(e3xlP2)x(R/d?) and CMxN:= {xt = y3 =0} = ((e2e3) x (e1e2)) x (R/nR). 
One finds that CM, CN, CMxN are closed subschemes of C and C”UCNU 
C MxN=C, C”nNN=(e3xe,)x(R/rcR), C”flCMxN, CNnCMxN are lines 
over R/nR. Here ei, e2, e3 denote the standard Z-valued points of ipz and eiej 
the line between ei and ej. If nl > n2 = n3 let CM := { ~2 =_Y, = 0) = (pz X (ei}) X 
(R/nR) and CN:= {xi = O}. Then C N is the blow-up of lP,x (R/zR) at the 
point e, x (R/zR) and C= C”U CN, C”fl CN is the exceptional line in CN and 
the line {xi =0} in C M. We call CM, CN the M/N-component of C and denote 
them also by CPcM), PcN). CMxN is called the mixed component. 
Let @M=@,~,~(M), @N=@/l,p(N) for A= b(M),tdN)). 
From the above descriptions we get 
PROPOSITION 1. 
i) if nl > n2 > n3, then eM is an isomorphism from P- (C”U CMX N, onto an 
open subset of PM. @N is an isomorphism from P- (CNUCMxN) onto an 
open subset of PN. @M is constant on CN, eN is constant on CM. 
ii) if n, >n2=n3, then eM (resp. @N) is an isomorphism from P- CN (resp. 
P-CM) onto an open subset of PM (resp. PN). @M ICN is the projection 
onto the blown-up line in CN. @N is constant on CM. 
(3,4) Let now R be a discrete valuation ring, rc a uniformizing parameter, 
k=R/rrR, R,=K. 
Let p,,p2~d, plzp2, A:=hiu2), N,MEJ& ,dN)=pu,, AM)=p2. One 
can choose N such that N c M, NSf IBM. There is a R-base e,, e2, e3 of M such 
that rc”‘ei, rr”*e*, e3 is a R-base of N and n, 2 n2 I 0 and we can apply the 
results of (3,3). 
Let jN,M denote the canonical k-linear map N/7cN+M/rrM. 
Then C,, consist of two irreducible components iff dim,Jker jN, M) = 1. Then 
ker jN, M determines a k-valued point of PN x k = CN and C,” is the blow-up of 
C,v at this point. 
We visualize this scheme through the following picture: (For a detailed ex- 
planation of the pictures see (4,4).) 
‘\ 
0 Cf 
cNncM 
\ 
cNncM 6 CM A 
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Then Im jNM is a 2-dimensional k-vectorspace which determines a k-rational 
line in C,= Cy and this line is CfiNfl C;t”. 
CA consist of three components iff dimk(ker jN M) = 2. Then C2t-l CTxM is 
the line in C;l”= C, determined by ker j,vM. CA will be visualized by the 
following picture: 
0 CNXM 
CM@& \_ cNncMXN 
ii Ic: 
CM CN 
LEMMA 1. Let A c A, A finite and p E A. There is a unique irreducible com- 
ponent C$ of C,, such that &,fi[C$ is a birational map onto Cp = Pp x k. 
PROOF. Let /1 = {pl,p2, . . . . p(,} and p=p,. Let i> 1 and 
where C&‘$ is defined as empty if C{,+) has only two components. Then 
,Q~~,,~,),~, is’ an isomorphism from c/i onto Pp, - (line in CJ. Let I/:= AT=, Pf 
(ui) where Qi=Qn,{p,,a)* Then en,,,(~) = CJ’ is open in Pfl,, U’nC,, = C,,- 
finite union of k-rational lines and there are morphisms pi: V-P,,, i> 1, 
such that pi 0 &,,,I U) = (e,,,,)l U. This shows that (@A,,, X ... X @A,~,) U is an 
isomorphism onto the graph of p2x .*a x pr. This shows that en,,,lU is an 
isomorphism. There is a unique component C$ in C,, such that C5t-l U maps 
to an open, non-empty subset of C,. We call the component C$ which is 
mapped by en,, birationally onto C, the p-component of CA. 
Of course C$ # C$ if p #p’, as en,,,lC$ is either constant or the projection 
to a k-line. q 
DEFINITION. i := {(p1,p2) E A x A : p1 #p2, IZ~~,,~~J consists of two compo- 
nents and C[;,,P21 is isomorphic to P2 x k}. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let P~,P~EQ ,4fP2, h~2h (i~2,14)fE~, ~=L4,~2). 
Then there is a unique POE A, ,u”#pui, such that C~,,,,,,ol consists of three 
components. Then Q,,,, n : P,,, -+P,, is an isomorphism outside of 
(~$1 n ~$1 xy u cc? n q Xy , 
_4 ’ := A U {PO}. There is a unique component C$’ in C,,. which is mapped bi- 
rationally onto C$lxP2 and which is the blow-up of CzlxP2 at one k-rational 
point. C$ is the blow-up of P2x k at two points and Pn,,nlC$: C$+C$lxP2 
is the blow-down of the strict transform of the line through these blow-up 
points in C$. 
Moreover (DO, pi), <PO, p2) IE~ and if (~,~il), @, ~2) EA for some P E A, 
then (p, p”) Ed’ . 
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PROOF. 1) Let p(z =&V), p1 =&V) and assume that NCM, Ng zM. Then 
there is a R-base el,e2,e3 of A4 such that n”le,, n”*e2, e3 is a base of N and 
n, > n2>0. Let M” be the R-module generated by 7c”le,, nn*e3, n”*e3. Then 
(,~(it4~), pr) ~1 and (p(M’), p2) ~1 as N/M0 and $‘*A4/M” are cyclic R- 
modules. 
Now we consider the morphism @’ := en,, {P,,ll*) Xe,,,, {P,,Po) Xen,, {D*,Po) from 
PA, into P{P*>P*I xP{P,.PO) xR{P*.II o = :P’ and determine the image of Q’. 1 
Let C$ be the PO-component of C,,. 
One checks that Q,,,,~*~C$ * 1sa projection onto the line CtP,,/l*) plxp  n cgp,j c 
CIp,,fl(2j which can be identified with a line in C,,. Also Q~,,~*[C$ is a pro- 
jection onto Cf;z$ n Csl*, where C,* is identified with Cf;,,fi*). This shows 
that e,~:{,,,,*) maps C$ onto CzlxP*. Let U:=(Q,,,,~O)-‘(L) where L is the 
k-line in CD0 joining the points s1 and .s2 where si=q,,,,o),,o-image of the 
intersection of the two components in C{P,,Po). 
Now one shows that there are morphisms pi : PA - L + Pp,, p” : PA - L + Ppo 
such that 
This shows that Q~,,~I U is an isomorphism U+Plp,,+) -L. 
Cz? contains two exceptional Line El, E2 such that Sj =e,t,, lPj,@o)(Ei) is a 
point for i+j. By similar arguments as above one shows that Q,,,,{,~,~o} gives 
an isomorphism P,,T-Ej+P~,j,p~ - {Sj} for i#j. 
Putting these local descriptions of PA together one can prove all the state- 
ments except the last one in the proposition for this specially chosen PO. 
2) We have to prove uniqueness. 
Any K-valued point a of P,, extends uniquely to a R-valued point of P,,, 
which can be restricted to Spec kc Spec R to give a k-valued point d which will 
be denoted by red, (a) and will be called the reduction of a relative to /1. We 
get 
en, n4red, (a)) = red,@) 
for /1’CI1. 
One can find K-valued points al, a2, a3 such that redJar), red,(a2), red,(a3) 
are not collinear for ,B E {pr, c(~, p} if Ci,,,r(l*,p) consist of only three compo- 
nents and /i #pi. Let ai = Kei, p(A) =/I, p(Mi) = pi. Then Mi , A42, MO each has 
a base consisting of rckle,, nk*e2, nk’e3 with kiEZ. NOW one shows that 
(p, pi) Ed’ . It is an easy exercise to show that ii%= MO, if Mi is generated by 
el, e2, e3 and M2 is generated by n”ler , 7rn*e2, e3, nl > n2> 0. 
3) Let ped, (Upi)Ei and ji={~1,~2,~~,~}. 
One can show that Q/T, I~,,~*,~ o must map the flu-component C$ onto a line L 1 
in C$ which does not pass through the exceptional ines in C$. From this 
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one can get that Cr+,Pl is the blow up of lP,x k at a point. By prop. 1 one 
gets that (p, p”) Ed . 0 
The mixed component C[;z$ of CIti,,Nu21 is also called the PO-component of 
CII1,,PzI, if p”, pl, p2 are as in prop. 2. A convenient notation for p” would be 
Ply 7P2. 
(3,5) Let Acd be finite. 
ii := (p ad : there are pi, p2 Ed such that CiP,,P(21 contains a p-component}. 
Then iI is also finite as any pair ,~,,r((~~d etermines at least one p Ed for 
which Cb,,,,zl contains a p-component. 
PROPOSITION 3. For any ,D ELI there is a unique component Cz such that 
Q~,(,,,,,, map Cz onto the p-component of IZ&,~*~ in case Ci,,,,II contains 
a p-component. Any component of C,, is p-component for some p l ii and 
Cz=C$ iff ,u=,u’. 
PROOF. 1) Let /1’=/1 U {,u}. Then by Lemma 1 there is a p-component C$, 
c$ CC I which maps onto C&,,21 by @,,,,I,,,,,l. Then Q~,,~(C~,) isp-component 
2)nLet C’be any component of C,, and PEA, /1’=/1-{p}. Then C”= 
en, n(C’) is a component of C,,, or contained in a component C$ of C,,. If C” 
is component of C,,, we get by induction on #/1, that there is ,D’E/~’ such that 
C”= C$. Then Cz’= C’. 
If C’c c;:, then en, (P,P,I must be a component of CIP,,jl. From this and 
prop. 2 it follows that C’ is ,D- or p’- or p x,D’-component of C,, , p xp’=p p’. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let ,D(E/~, p’~ji and (P,c(‘)E~. Then e,,,(C$) is a k- 
rational point s,,,(p’) in CP. C; is the blow-up of S,,#:= {s,,,(~‘):~‘~li, 
(P,P’)E~} in CP and en,,lC$: Cz-+CP is the blow-down map. 
PROOF. Follows_quite directly from prop. 2 using the fact that /l(s) := 
{~‘~ii :(r~,~‘)~d,s~~,(~‘)=~}, SEC,, contains if it is nonempty an element 
p such that (P,P’)E~ for all P’E/I(s), ~‘#p. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let PEA, $/1 and let A’=/lU{p}. Then 
@*&$ C$-c; 
is an isomorphism if S,,,,M is not collinear. 
If s nr,p~L, L k-rational line in C,, then Q~,,~IC~,:C~,+C’$ is the blow- 
down of the strict transform of L in C$,. Cs, is the blow-up S/l,,P in CP. Cz 
has a singular point iff S,,,,P is collinear and #S/I,,Mch 3. If #S,,‘,P = 2, then C: 
is isomorphic to (Pi x Ip,) x k. 
PROOF. 1) Let E,, . . . . E, be the exceptional lines in C$, which are blown 
down by en,,,. If ,D’E]~’ and @,II(‘)E~, then P’E~. Thus C$ can be iden- 
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tified with the image of C;, in E, x --- xE, by the map p1 x -.- xp, where 
pi: C~,-Ei is the projection onto the exceptional ine. If r=2, this image is 
E, x E2. If rr3 and S,,,,P is not collinear, then p1 x -a. xp, maps C: iso- 
morphically onto that image. If S,,,,,CL, L line, then (p, x --. xp,)(C$,) is the 
blow-down of L, as any of the projections pi maps L onto a point. It is known 
that this blown-down Cz is non-singular if r-2 3. 0 
We mention that C,, is connected and that for p, P’E;~ the intersection 
Czfl Cz is a k-rational line if (p, cl’) pi and if there is no ,u”ejI such that 
(/.&YE& (PU”,P’)Ed. 
8 4. THE FIBERS OF F,+B, 
(4,l) Let R be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field K and residue field 
k= R/nR. Let a be K-valued point of B,*. Then a extends to a R-valued point 
B in B,. We can identify a with a class PGL(3, K). (a,, . . . , a,) where (ai, . . . , a,) 
is a n-tupel of points aiE P,(K) in general position. 
Let /l,:={~uE:red,a,,..., red,a, contains four points in general position 
in C,- iP,xk}. 
LEMMA 1. Let v=(oi, u2, u3, U~)E Vh. There is exactly one ,u~d such that 
red,%, , re$,q,, , redpa,, redPaUd are in general position. 
PROOF. We may assume v=(1,2,3,4). Let ai=K*ui, ui vector #O in K3. 
Then u,, u2, u3 is a K-base of K3 as al, a2, a3 are not collinear and there are 
aiER*, ni E H such that 
uq = a1 n%, + a2nn2u2 + a37cn3u3. 
Let M be the R-module generated by wi = rPu, , w2 = 7r”W2, w3 = rr’$. Then 
the residue classes of wl, w2, w3, u4 in M/nM represent four points in general 
position in CM. As these residue classes coincide with redMal, . . . . redMa4, exis- 
tence of p has been proved. 
Let P’E~, p’#p and assume that redPal, . . . . red,,a4 are in general position. 
We consider the points red,ai for _4 = {P, P’}. 
CASE 1. C, has two components. 
We may assume that (,u’, p) E A. If then red,,a E Cz - C$‘, then 
en,,(rednai) = red,,ai=en, ,r(C$n Cz’) 
which is a point in CP,. This shows that there is at least one index i such that 
red,,ai E C: - C$‘, say red,aie C$ - C$ for ir 2. But then redPa = e&red,ai) 
is sitting on the line C$fl C$cC$= C, for i22 which is impossible. 
CASE 2. C, has three components. 
As above one shows that only one of the points rednan . . . . red,a4 can be in 
C: and in C’z’ and that not more than two of these points can be outside Cz 
and C,$ which is a contradiction. 17 
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For v E v’ we denote by p(u) E/I the unique p Ed for which red,+ . . . , 
red,aU4 are in general position. 
Next we define a morphism f, : P, := P,,,-+ Ipz x R by 
where q is the unique morphism Pflc,--+ Ip, x R sending red,(,)ai into ei where 
el, . . . , e4 are the standard points of Pz 
f:= fl fv:P,+(lPp)xeR 
“E v;, 
is a morphism over R and f (P, x K) c F,* x ;K, as (al, . . . , a,) are in general 
position. Thus f is a morphism into F, x (iR. 
PROPOSITION 1. f: P,+F, x (iR is an isomorphism. 
PROOF. Let IC VA such that for any v E VA there is exactly one V’E I such that 
p(v) =,u(v’). Then there is an isomorphism gVtV: IP, x R+IP, x R such that 
fv = ET”% of,, *
By definition P, can be identified with the closure of (fl Y,E, f,,)(P, x K) in 
(IP,xR)‘. As there is a morphism g:(IP2~R)‘+(lP2~R)VA-‘, g= n g,,,, such 
that (gof) xid,=f where f’= nV,E, f,, and id is the identity on (P, x R)‘, we 
see that the graph of gl P,, P, L (Ip, x R)‘, is indeed F,, x,R. q 
COROLLARY. For any b E B, there is a discrete valuation ring R and a point 
aE (p,“)*(K) such that the fiber F,, x {b} = 7-c; ‘(b) of n, : F,-+B, is isomorphic 
to C,=P,xk. 
PROOF. Because B, is noetherian, there is a discrete valuation ring R and a 
morphism (Y : Spec R-+B, such that a maps the closed point of Spec R to b and 
the generic point of Spec R to B,*. 0 
(4,2) In the construction of P, in (4,l) we have represented a by a n-tupel 
(0 1, **a, a,) E (p,“)*(K). Now ai : Spec K+ Ip, = P, x K can be extended to an 
R-valued point cii : Spec R+ P,. Then 
(aiX R)oB=Bi 
where ci is the extension of a: Spec K+B,, to Spec R and Uix R : B, x R+ 
F, x R is the extension of the canonical section oi : B,-+F,, over R. 
Thus (5 = (redAOa,, . .. , red,Oa,) E C,, are the reductions of the canonical 
sections frt, . . . , 0,. 
The point configuration d is a deformation of configurations of points in the 
projective plane in general position. si consist of components en,,,(Q) for 
jlEii,. 
We mention that all points of the configuration d are nonsingular points 
in CA,. 
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(4,3) Let 21 r<n - 3 and B,(r, *) be the subscheme of B, given 
ditions: 
qz=O if v=(f_+,..., u5) E I’, and ur, v2, u5 > r, v3, v4 I r 
qz # 0 otherwise 
where qu = (4: : qt : 4:). 
by the con- 
The point configurations a = (a r, . . . , a,) in B,(r, *) are the following 
where the points a;, is r, lie in Ip, while ai, i> r lie in F2 which is the blow-up 
of F’2 at a point s of Ip2 (the exceptional ine being identified with L in P,). 
Moreover the points S, ar+ 1, . . . . a,, and the points al, . . . . a,, ~(a~), ~(a~), 
r<i<_isn are in general position. Q denotes the canonical projection b,+L. 
This example is the principal degeneration step for point configurations 
in Ip,. 
This can be proved by applying 0 3, Prop. 1 to the embedding of the 
restriction of TC, :F,+B,, to the pre-image of B,*U B,(r, *) into Ip,{v, v’> over 
B, with 
v=(1,2,r+l,r+2) 
v’=(r,r+l,r+2,r+3). 
One has to show that B,*UB,(r, *) is a subscheme of B,, and that B,(r, *) is a 
divisor in B,*UB,(r, *). 
(4,4) We give a small list of degenerate n-point configurations using the pic- 
tures of (3,4). 
In these pictures we use the following convention: The irreducible compo- 
nents of the fibre are denoted by circles and squares. 
A circle denotes Ip, (or Ip, blown up in some points, see below), a square 
denotes Ip, x IP, . 
A curved line tangent to a circle indicates that the corresponding Ip2 is 
blown up in the intersection point, and the line denotes the exceptional curve. 
A straight line intersecting a circle denotes a usual straight line in iP2. 
An arrow between two components indicates the glueing of a line in the 
source component (one of the curved lines in case the source is a circle) with 
one of the straight lines in the target component. 
By a x we denote the points of the configuration. 
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n=5: 
n=6: 
8 
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